Lithuanian theatre has always been known for its visual metaphors and dramaturgy of directorial images, where the language of literary text is translated into visual metaphors created on stage by a director. Due to this quality, some critics have argued that Lithuanian theatre has been demonstrating postdramatic characteristics for a long time. However, one should note that visual metaphors of modern Lithuanian theatre have been based on and controlled by literary text and never quite established a more autonomous and self-contained visuality. Dramatic text remained the point of departure whether the director chose to illustrate or concretise it, to transform or deform it. However, in post-Soviet Lithuanian theatre, these relations have been gradually turning discontinuous, their intensity often varied within the framework of the same performance. Fragmentary cracks, when images, departed from the roles of commentators or illustrators of textual meanings, turned into flashes of independent visions that were seen by the critics as an obvious shift towards a radical image-centric position or, to use the term of Hans-Thies Lehmann, postdramatic theatre. However, the recent performance Lokis (2017, Lithuanian National Drama Theatre) by Polish theatre artist Lukasz Twarkowski, produced twenty years after the initial introduction of the term postdramatic into the Lithuanian context, has paradoxically started a storm of divisive opinions in the Lithuanian theatre milieu. It became the focal point of discussions about the intrinsic character of Lithuanian theatre, especially its embedded attitudes towards drama text and acting-notoriously challenging factors for many international collaborations. The article analyses the ongoing debates about the term postdramatic theatre and its interpretations in Lithuanian theatre criticism, taking the example of Lokis as a case study.
In October 2017, Polish theatre critic Lukasz Drewniak wrote in the online journal Teatralny.pl:
"Already for some time, we have been providing Lithuanian theatre with topics that help it come to terms with its own historical past, we have been introducing stage conventions that are so far unexploited or met with distrust on Lithuanian stage, we have been telling them which way to go. " 1 The article is titled "The Beast", and in it, Drewniak talks about the performance Lokis, produced in 2017 in the Lithuanian National Drama Theatre by Polish theatre artist Lukasz Twarkowski and his team. In his review of the piece, Drewniak writes: "Twarkowski came onto the Vilnius stage with a non-linear, multidimensional narrative, a multimedia spectacle, a hypnotising and engaging atmosphere. He demonstrated to Lithuanians a world as yet unseen and opened to them the true meaning of spectating. " 2 Having read Drewniak's review, one could conclude that, twenty years after the initial introduction of the term postdramatic into the Lithuanian context, a performance that can truly be described as a fully-fledged post-dramatic experience was brought onto the stage of the Lithuanian National Drama Theatre by a Polish artist. Indeed, autonomous, self-contained, and detached visuality of Lokis, together with its choreographic characteristics and non-acting techniques, its heterogeneous structuring of theatrical elements and decentred modeling of the stage space, has started a storm of divisive opinions in the Lithuanian theatre milieu.
It became the focal point of discussions about the intrinsic character of Lithuanian theatre, especially its embedded attitudes towards drama text and acting, already a notoriously limiting and challenging factor for many international collaborations.
Since its establishment, Lithuanian professional theatre has always existed in between or at the intersection of two powerful theatrical traditions: the pre-war modern Russian theatre school and the Western tradition of theatre art. The new generation of theatre artists that made their debuts after the restoration of the Independence attempted to mix the traditions of Lithuanian theatre has always been known for its visual metaphors and dramaturgy of directorial images, where the language of literary text is translated into visual metaphors created on stage by a director. Due to this quality, some critics have argued that Lithuanian theatre has always been postdramatic and, already in the Soviet period (in the 60s and the 70s), one would have been able to count many postdramatic features in the works of such Lithuanian stage directors as Jonas Vaitkus, Saulius Varnas, or Aurelija Ragauskaitė, not to mention the performances by Eimuntas Nekrošius that were assumed postdramatic per se, because his works were mentioned by Hans-Thies Lehmann in his seminal book as an example of the postdramatic. 4
However, one should note that visual metaphors of Soviet Lithuanian theatre were based and controlled by literary text and never quite established a more autonomous and self-contained visuality. For a long time, Lithuanian theatre was dominated by the oneway dynamics of "from text to visual metaphor", with small variations between the more text-centric and image-centric scales. Dramatic text remained the point of departure whether the director chose to illustrate or concretise it, to transform or deform it. However, in post-Soviet Lithuanian theatre, these relations have been gradually turning discontinuous, their intensity often varied within the framework of the same performance. Fragmentary cracks, when images departed from the roles of commentators or illustrators of textual meanings, turned into flashes of independent visions that were seen by the critics as an obvious shift towards a radical imagecentric position. During the first decade of the Independence, there were more than a few attempts to open up the theatrical landscape to the new representations that go "beyond drama".
The first performances by stage director Oskaras Koršunovas Ten būti čia (Paūmėjimai) (There to be Here (The Exacerbations), 1990), Senė (The Old Woman, 1992), Labas Sonia Nauji metai (Hello Sonia New Year, 1994) , Senė 2 (The Old Woman 2, 1994), described by theatre critics as "a challenge to the Lithuanian theatre tradition", marked the emergence of a different kind of relations between textual and visual elements in theatre. 5 The starting point of the creation of these performances was not so much text but rather an urge to rediscover theatre's vitality, its power of affection. According to Koršunovas, "we wanted to escape what is almost inescapable in modern theatre: didactics, moralizing and metaphors of meaning. (…) It is very important not to be tied to literature or to any system of meanings. " 6 Text in these performances was not used as a basis for the plot but rather as one of the many elements of theatrical expression. Linearity of a given system of signification was disturbed, thus creating new dissonant patterns of meaning. In this context, it is also worth to mention the productions of the Miraklis For others, however, it was a possibility to finally admire a truly "different kind of theatre". One of the many enthusiastic admirers of Lokis, playwright and theatre critic Dovilė Statkevičienė proclaimed in her review: "The main driver of this performance is not dramaturgy but rather aural and visual constructs, which constitute a flawless audiovisual architecture (…) Finally, we can talk about theatre as ambience, as dynamics of stage structure, as scenic landscape. " 15 Another substantial point of antagonism set by Lokis was a form of "post-Stanislavskian post-psychological" style of acting. For some critics, the exposure of a material body on stage as well as the juxtaposition of acting (re-presenting the role) and non-acting (being present on stage) provoked critical questions about the nature of contemporary acting itself or, on a larger scale, the nature of presence in theatre. For others, however, it was yet another case of "foreign influence": alien, artificial, lacking psychological depth, and thus vindicating Liuga's prophecy about the redundancy of the actor in postdramatic theatre. As if having anticipated this criticism, the creators of Lokis included a small fragment of a staged press conference in the beginning of the performance in which the performer embodying stage director Twarkowsky (actor Vainius Sodeika) complains about confused Lithuanian actors constantly asking about the psychological background of their characters, clearly unable to shake off the constraints of the Stanislavskian notion of acting.
Indeed, for a long time the term "modified Stanislavsky's system" was the most relevant when describing the nature of acting in Lithuanian theatre. 16 It is true that the leaders of Lithuanian stage directing-Vaitkus, Nekrošius, Rimas Tuminascreated their own individual methods of working with actors: Nekrošius supplemented the Stanislavskian urge for authenticity with choreographic physicality and body-object metaphors; Vaitkus infused it with physical and constructivist notions of performing, together with a strong emphasis on aural elements; Tuminas-with grotesque and theatricality; Koršunovas-with postmodern aesthetics. However, the psychological motivation of the role remained the focal point of acting on Lithuanian stage. 
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stone even for the brightest minds. Kristian Smeds, Krystian Lupa, Arpad Schilling, Valters Silis, Jānis Balodis, Vladislavs Nastavsevs all struggled trying to convince (in various ways) Lithuanian actors to test different ways of being on stage. However, precisely the blossoming eagerness of some Lithuanian actors to open themselves up to different concepts of acting-to embrace the play with distances between one's identity and a role, to be more flexible and able to employ various acting techniques in one performance, to approach daringly "open" texts, fragmentary characters, postdramatic theatre practices, or non-acting techniques-can be defined as one of the major achievements of international collaborations-one more successful than the others. Furthermore, one could state that the best practices of international collaboration are not those that champion the mimetic adoption of an imported model but rather those that help depart from the already consecrated modes of making art and move towards disruptive ways of disagreement. Therefore, intercultural exchange should no longer be understood as a question of dialectics between text and context but rather as a mediation between different cultural backgrounds, traditions, and methods of acting.
